
FREE PALESTINE
AGAINST THE MURDEROUS GREEK-ISRAELI ALLIANCE

SOLIDARITY WITH ISRAELI WHO DENY TO GO TO WAR

The official declaration of war by the State of Israel against the Palestinian people was followed 
by the sudden armed attack by Hamas Palestinians on territories near the Gaza Strip, opening 
a new cycle of bloodshed in the region. These events are a continuation of a long history of 70 
years or more of Israeli colonisation and expansionism, of repeated assassinations and bomb-
ings and of the apartheid regime under which the Palestinians in the West Bank and Gaza 
Strip live.

With the dead already in the thousands, and coldblooded ashault at a central hospital, Israel 
having cut off access to water, electricity and health care in the Gaza Strip and its army one 
step closer to a ground invasion of Palestinian territory, the only certainty is that once again it 
is the Palestinian proletariat that will pay the price. And these are the people to whom we must 
show our solidarity. The thousands of bombings of civilians, the closure of hospitals, the forced 
displacement of the population in southern Gaza, the arrests in the West Bank and Jerusalem 
and the rhetoric of Israeli officials are uncharacteristic and constitute the blackest page in the 
history of this ethnic cleansing that is taking place.

The Greek-Cypriot-Israeli-Egyptian olf alliance is already making its intentions clear. The po-
tentially countless refugees resulting from the imminent land invasion will find closed borders 
everywhere. The only way we can actively show our solidarity to stop this and every war (for 
our own survival) is to realize our role as a multi-ethnic proletariat, to break through the na-
tional unity so necessary for the state, to refuse to align ourselves with our nation-state and its 
aspirations, to cease to become a pawn for the will of local (and non-local) bosses, to fight back 
against the war waged by every state without exception... against its own internal enemy.
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